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Executive Summary

Deliverable D4.2 “Report on Early Prototype of EnergyAnalyser”, due at
month 12 of the TeamPlay project, reflects on the work carried out under
task T4.2 “Static Analysis of Worst-Case Energy Usage (Predictable Archi-
tectures)”. Thus, we report on the implementation of a static energy usage
analysis based on the microarchitectural timing and energy models created
in T4.1 “Energy Usage, Time and Security Modeling (Predictable Architec-
tures)”. More specifically, we introduce the first version of an energy usage
and timing analyser for the ARM Cortex-M0 processor. For the more com-
plex LEON3 processor, a version of the energy usage analyser is planned for
M24. The results of subsequent work will be presented in future deliverables,
especially in D4.4 “Final Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Tim-
ing and Security Modeling and on Prototype”, due at month 24, and D4.5
“Report on Energy Usage Analysis and on Prototype”, due at month 30.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deliverable D4.2 “Report on Early Prototype of EnergyAnalyser” presents
all the activities performed for WP4 under task T4.2 “Static Analysis of
Worst-Case Energy Usage (Predictable Architectures)” up until the end of
M12 of TeamPlay.

The aim of T4.2 is to develop techniques and tools to statically anal-
yse worst-case (and average-case) energy usage based on microarchitectural
energy usage and timing models from task T4.1. The energy analysis tool
follows the established architecture of the timing analyser aiT. A first pro-
totype of the novel tool EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 was delivered
to the partners in M11. Work on EnergyAnalyser will continue to improve
the prototype based on feedback from other work packages. Delivery of an
improved prototype of EnergyAnalyser is scheduled for M24. Further im-
provements and support of the partners in using the tool will be ongoing
until the end of the project.

Deliverable D4.2 contributes towards MS2 “Architectures, API, evalua-
tion metrics, and specification for components and tools available” due in
M12.

Suitable Architectures for TeamPlay

During the first nine months of TeamPlay, work in WP4 included the se-
lection of suitable predictable architectures for the TeamPlay project. The
selection consists of the ARM Cortex-M0 and the LEON3.

The ARM Cortex-M0 is very energy-efficient. Due to its small physi-
cal footprint, it has been selected for the camera pill use case. The ARM
Cortex-M0 implements the ARMv6-M ISA, which is already supported by
the decoder and value analysis of aiT. Hence, only the microarchitectural
timing and energy models had to be developed from scratch in order to
implement timing and energy usage analyses for the ARM Cortex-M0.

The LEON3 is a more complex architecture that is highly configurable.
For example, the size and availability of instruction and data caches, as well
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as the availability of FPU and MMU can be adjusted during synthesis. The
LEON3 implements the SPARCv8 ISA. Due to the availability of the LEON3
in a radiation-hardened version, it is the natural fit for the satellite use case
of TAS-E. Moreover, it is also available in a multicore configuration, which
makes it interesting for the work packages WP2 and WP3. aiT for LEON3
was already available before the start of TeamPlay. Thus, only the microar-
chitectural energy usage model needs to be created for an implementation of
EnergyAnalyser for LEON3.

Scope of this Deliverable

This deliverable covers the first three months of task T4.2, which will run for
25 months. Naturally, only a subset of the planned work has been carried
out. In particular, this deliverable only describes aiT and EnergyAnalyser
for ARM Cortex-M0. For the more complex LEON3 processor, a version
of the energy usage analyser is planned for M24. Moreover, this deliverable
only covers the work on the tools as such. Evaluation, validation and inte-
gration of the tools has just begun and is mostly future work. The results of
subsequent work will be presented in future deliverables, especially in D4.4
and D4.5 (see below).

Connection to Other Deliverables

The work covered in this deliverable is based on the work on timing and
energy usage models carried out in task T4.1 and described in deliverable
D4.1 “First Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing and Secu-
rity Modeling” [Tea18b]. The integration of the timing and energy analysis
tools in the overall TeamPlay tool chain is also part of other deliverables,
for example D3.1 “Report on the TeamPlay Basic Compiler Infrastructure”
[Tea18a]. The use cases in which the tools will be evaluated are described in
D5.2 “Report on Project Requirements and Evaluation Metrics” [Tea18d].

Deliverable D4.2 is only the first of three deliverables describing the
timing and energy analysis tools developed in the course of TeamPlay. It
will be extended and superseded by the deliverables D4.4 “Final Report on
Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing and Security Modeling and on
Prototype” and D4.5 “Report on Energy Usage Analysis and on Prototype”.
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Chapter 2

Timing/Energy Analysis
Framework

Safety-critical embedded systems need reliable guarantees for the satisfaction
of their non-functional requirements, e.g., timing or energy usage constraints.
For timing constraints, these guarantees can be obtained by sound timing
analysis methods. Any analysis of the response times of the entire system
taking into account interrupts and priorities needs as input the worst-case
execution times (WCETs) of non-interrupted tasks. Such WCETs can be
determined by abstract interpretation of the binary code of the tasks, taking
into account the behaviour of the code on the target architecture. Simi-
lar methods can be applied to estimate the worst-case energy consumption.
However, in contrast to timing analysis, it is almost impossible to create a
model that yields safe yet tight bounds. The reasons are twofold.

First, in contrast to processor cycles, which are a logical unit of time,
energy consumption is measured in its physical unit, Joule. However, the
amount of energy consumed by a processor is highly specific to the actual
device. Two processors from the same production batch may already show
little difference in energy consumption. Moreover, even the amount of energy
consumed by one and the same processor may increase over time when the
silicon inside the processor degrades.

Second, the actual amount of energy consumption depends on the switch-
ing activity in the processor, which is highly data dependent. Thus, when
creating an energy model, one would need to measure all possible input
combinations for each instruction, which is usually not feasible [MKE18].
Considering the above limitations, the authors of [GKCE17] suggested the
use of pseudo-randomly created data to characterize an ISA energy model,
as their empirical evidence showed that such models tend to be close to the
actual worst case.
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2.1 Tool Support for Timing/Energy Analysis

AbsInt’s aiT tool [Absa] can compute safe upper bounds for the WCETs of
non-interrupted tasks. The tool is employed in the aeronautics and auto-
motive industries and has been successfully used to determine tight yet safe
bounds on execution times of real-time software running on various hardware
architectures [KWH+08, BH07, HLTW03, TSH+03, FHL+01]. However, the
ARM Cortex-M0 was not among the supported architectures. Thus, the
WCET analysis tool aiT had to be extended to include support for this
target architecture, as it had been selected for one of the use cases demon-
strating the TeamPlay technology.

The extension of aiT to a new architecture consists of several subtasks
concerned with the extension of the various components of aiT. Part of this
adaptation is a well-defined process, but a new architecture usually provides
some challenges in the form of special features that did not occur in the
architectures supported before. For TeamPlay, this challenge manifests itself
in the introduction of a new type of analysis, namely the energy consumption
analysis. This novel kind of analysis builds upon the established techniques
developed for timing analysis. The innovative result is AbsInt’s new tool
EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0.

2.2 Components of a Timing Analysis Framework

Over the last several years, a more or less standard architecture for static
timing-analysis tools has emerged [WEE+08, HWH95, Erm03, TFW00],
which is also implemented in aiT. Figure 2.1 gives a general view of this
architecture. One can distinguish four major building blocks: first, the in-
put binary is decoded and the control-flow graph (CFG) of the program is
reconstructed (more details are shown in Chapter 3), then value analysis
derives the number of loop iterations and determines the potential targets
of memory accesses (Chapter 4), microarchitectural analysis computes tim-
ing information by means of abstract interpretation (Chapter 5), and finally
path analysis determines the worst-case execution path and estimates the
WCET (Chapter 6).

The CFG reconstruction phase as well as the value, loop, and control-flow
analysis must be implemented for each instruction set architecture (ISA) sup-
ported by aiT. The microarchitectural analysis is even more target-specific
and needs to be adapted for each concrete device implementing a given ISA.
The path analysis, on the other hand, is generic to all supported architectures
and does not need to be adapted to different targets.

The ARM Cortex-M0 implements the ARMv6-M ISA, which was already
supported by the CFG reconstruction phase of aiT as well as by its value,
loop, and control-flow analyses. A microarchitectural analysis was not yet
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Figure 2.1: Components of a timing analysis framework (taken from
[CFG+10]).

available. It has been implemented based on the microarchitectural timing
model of the ARM Cortex-M0 developed in the first nine months of Team-
Play (see Deliverable D4.1 [Tea18b]).

2.3 Adaptations Needed for Energy Usage Analysis

The structure of EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 is similar to the one
of aiT for ARM Cortext-M0 shown in Figure 2.1. In fact, both tools share
most components. In particular, they both use the same decoder for CFG
reconstruction and the same value, loop, and control-flow analyses. Only
the microarchitectural analysis differs. For aiT, it uses a microarchitectural
timing model to derive safe upper bounds of the worst-case execution time
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for each instruction. For EnergyAnalyser, it employs the microarchitectural
energy model to estimate the energy consumption of each instruction. Thus,
another microarchitectural analysis had to be implemented for EnergyAnal-
yser. This has been done based on the microarchitectural energy model of
the ARM Cortex-M0 (see Deliverable D4.1 [Tea18b]).

2.4 Prerequisites for Using aiT/EnergyAnalyser

Some preconditions need to be met before a program can be analysed with
aiT or EnergyAnalyser. The following list shows the full set of prerequisites.
It appeared first in deliverable D5.1, Appendix A [Tea18c] and has been
included here to have a more self-contained document.

Binary Executable The binary executable of the software under analysis
shall be provided. Rationale: The timing analysis tools of AbsInt work
on the binary level. Without binary, no analysis can take place.

Binary Executable Format The binary executable shall be in ELF for-
mat. Rationale: ELF binaries are widely used and already supported
by AbsInt’s tool chain.

Debug Information The binary executable shall contain debug informa-
tion in DWARF format. Rationale: The availability of DWARF debug
information greatly improves the ability to annotate program points
and call targets. Without debug information, all annotations need to
use addresses instead of symbolic expressions.

Annotation Support The timing analysis tool shall provide means to an-
notate missing information, e.g., call targets. Rationale: Not all call
targets can be resolved automatically. If a call target cannot be re-
solved, there should me a mechanism to provide the call targets to the
analysis tool.

Call Targets Missing call targets shall be provided to the timing analysis
tool. Rationale: The analysis engineer needs to provide missing call
targets to the analysis tool in order to perform a complete analysis of
the software.

Loop Bounds Missing loop bounds shall be provided to the timing analysis
tool. Rationale: Not all loop bounds can be derived automatically. The
analysis engineer needs to provide missing loop bounds to the analysis
tool in order to perform a complete analysis of the software.

Recursion Bounds Missing recursion bounds shall be provided to the tim-
ing analysis tool. Rationale: If the software contains recursions, then
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the analysis engineer needs to provide recursion bounds to the tool in
order to perform a complete analysis of the software.

Additional Annotations Additional annotations shall be provided to the
timing analysis tool. Rationale: Annotations can be used to improve
the precision of the analysis tool, e.g., by providing additional informa-
tion to exclude paths from the analysis. The analysis engineer needs to
provide these additional annotations. Example: A system operates in
different modes. The analysis may not be able to detect this fact, lead-
ing to over-approximation of paths. Then, the analysis engineer can
set up different analyses for each of the modes and supply additional
information (e.g., the value of memory cells) to the analysis in order to
improve the analysis results. Another important class of annotations
is the type of a memory area, i.e. whether it is readable, writeable or
volatile.

Architecture Configuration A The architecture shall be used in a con-
figuration that is supported by the timing analysis tool. Rationale:
In order to perform to compute safe upper bounds, the architecture
needs to be used with a configuration that is supported by the anal-
ysis tool. Example: An architecture can be configured using either a
write-through or a write-back cache. The analysis tool supports only
write-trough caches. Then, the architecture should be used with this
configuration in order to obtain sound results.

Architecture Configuration B The used architecture configuration shall
be provided to the timing analysis tool. Rationale: The correct archi-
tecture configuration should be selected in the tool in order to compute
safe upper bounds. For some architectures, the analysis engineer needs
to provide this information (e.g., cache and memory settings). Exam-
ple: The architecture can be configured using disjoint instruction and
data caches or using a unified cache. The analysis tool supports both.
Then, the analysis engineer needs to select the right configuration in
order to obtain sound results.

Trace Data Trace data shall be provided if a measurement-based analysis
shall be performed. Rationale: For a measurement-based analysis, the
timing analysis needs some measurements as input. Without input of
measured timing data, no analysis takes place, as the tool performs its
analysis on traces but does not generate them.

Trace Data Format The trace data provided needs to be compatible to
either (a) Nexus program trace messages (IEEE-ISTO 5001, class 2 or
higher), (b) cycle-accurate ARM ETM messages or (c) TriCore MCDS
format. Rationale: The measurement data needs to be provided in a
format that is compatible to the used timing analysis tool. Support for
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other trace formats can be added in the course of the project if needed,
provided that they contain at least the information that a BHM trace
contains.

Binary/Trace Consistency The trace data shall match the given exe-
cutable. Rationale: Both the binary and the trace data are needed for
a hybrid analysis.

Entry/Exit Points The entry points for the analyzed software shall be
provided. Rationale: The timing analysis needs to know from where
to where the code to be analyzed is located.
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Chapter 3

Decoding and Control Flow
Reconstruction

In this phase, the tool processes the input (binary) program. The instruction
decoder identifies the machine instructions and reconstructs the control-flow
graph [The01, The03]. Here, the user may provide additional information
that is passed to each analysis phase. Such information could be targets
of computed calls, i.e., the values of function pointers (used during the de-
coding phase), the number of iterations for a specific loop (used during the
value analysis phase), the hardware configuration (as required by the mi-
croarchitectural analysis), and flow constraints (used in the path analysis
phase). This additional semantic information can be given as annotations in
the AIS2 specification language [Absb].

Decoder Framework and Machine Language Description

Each architecture supported by aiT comes with its own set of machine in-
structions and therefore needs its own specialised decoder. To reduce the
effort for programming such decoders, a framework has been established
that allows the automatic generation of a decoder from a formal description
of a machine language. The machine description starts with a specification of
the CPU resources used by instructions, for example registers. Afterwards,
the formal description of the individual instructions of the ARMv6-M ISA
follows, including the description of bit patterns that encode the opcode,
the used registers, immediate constants and other information. The whole
machine description contains several thousand lines of code.

Assume for example that we want to decode instruction sub sp, sp, #8
which is represented by the bit stream 0b10110000’10000010. In order to
decode this instruction, we must know the opcode of the instruction (i.e., the
bits that decided that the particular instruction is of kind sub), the encoding
of the registers (in this example: sp), and the encoding of the immediate
constant (in this example: #8). The opcode is encoded in bits 7–15, which
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have to be equal to 0b101100001 in order to recognise the instruction as
a sub instruction. In this encoding, the register operands are always r13,
i.e., the stack pointer, also known as sp. The final operand, the shifted
immediate constant, is encoded in the seven lowest bits of the instruction.
The 7-bit number is zero-extended to 32-bit and multiplied by four to get
the final value of the immediate constant.

Results of the Decoder

The decoder translates the executable to an internal form that is used by
the other parts of aiT/EnergyAnalyser (value analysis, microarchitectural
analysis, etc.). Architecture specific patterns decide whether an instruction
is a call, branch, return or just an ordinary instruction. This knowledge is
used to form the basic blocks of the control-flow graph (CFG). Then, the
control flow between the basic blocks is reconstructed. In most cases, this
is done completely automatically. However, if a target of a call or branch
cannot be statically resolved, then the user needs to write some annotations
to guide the control flow reconstruction.

The decoder output can also be visualised. Figure 3.1 shows the control-
flow graph of a tiny program compiled for ARM Cortex-M0. One routine,
ISR2_minmax (see Listing A.1 in Appendix A), has been unboxed to show
its basic blocks and the instructions within the basic blocks.
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ISR2_minmax

Start	ISR2_minmax

thumb::0x8000706

thumb::0x8000706 cmp	r2,	#0
thumb::0x8000708 bgt	0x8000716	<0x8000716>

thumb::0x80006f0

thumb::0x80006f0 push	{r4,	lr}
thumb::0x80006f2 sub		sp,	sp,	#8
thumb::0x80006f4 ldr		r2,	[sp,	#4]
thumb::0x80006f6 ldr		r1,	[sp]
thumb::0x80006f8 cmp		r2,	r1
thumb::0x80006fa bgt		0x8000706	<0x8000706>

thumb::0x8000728

thumb::0x8000728 adds	r2,	r4,	r3

thumb::0x80006fc

thumb::0x80006fc add	r0,	sp,	#4
thumb::0x80006fe mov	r1,	sp
thumb::0x8000700 bl		0x80005dc	<swap>

Call

swap

thumb::0x800070a

thumb::0x800070a adds	r0,	r2,	#0
thumb::0x800070c movs	r4,	#0
thumb::0x800070e adds	r2,	r4,	#0
thumb::0x8000710 bl			0x80005e8	<min>

thumb::0x8000716

thumb::0x8000716 movs	r4,	#0
thumb::0x8000718 adds	r0,	r4,	#0
thumb::0x800071a bl			0x8000604	<max>

thumb::0x8000704

thumb::0x8000704 b	0x8000720	<0x8000720>

Call

min

Call

max

thumb::0x8000714

thumb::0x8000714 b	0x8000720	<0x8000720>

thumb::0x800071e

thumb::0x800071e muls	r4,	r0,	r4

End	ISR2_minmax

thumb::0x800072a

thumb::0x800072a ldr	r3,	[0x8000734]
thumb::0x800072c str	r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x800072e add	sp,	sp,	#8
thumb::0x8000730 pop	{r4,	pc}

thumb::0x8000720

thumb::0x8000720 ldr		r3,	[sp]
thumb::0x8000722 subs	r2,	r3,	r4
thumb::0x8000724 cmp		r4,	r3
thumb::0x8000726 blt		0x800072a	<0x800072a>

maxmin

swap

Figure 3.1: Reconstructed control-flow graph for a simple program.
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Chapter 4

Value Analysis

The value analysis determines safe approximations of the values of processor
registers and memory cells for every program point and execution context.
These approximations are used to determine bounds on the iteration numbers
of loops and information about the addresses of memory accesses. Value
analysis information is also used to identify conditions that are always true or
always false. Such knowledge is used to infer that certain program parts are
never executed and therefore do not contribute to the worst-case execution
time/energy consumption.

The Value Analysis Framework

Value analysis needs to know what the machine instructions do. Each archi-
tecture supported by aiT/EnergyAnalyser comes with its own set of machine
instructions and therefore needs its own specialised value analyser. AbsInt
developed a framework for value analysis inspired by the work in [CBS13]
and [LR13]. In this framework, the implementation of value analysers for
various targets is split into two parts:

Generic part: Typical effects of instructions are implemented as abstract
operations on abstract domains once and for all in a target-independent
way. For the value analysis framework of AbsInt, C++ has been chosen
as the implementation language.

Target-specific part: For every instruction set to be modelled, the effects
of the instructions are described using the operations defined in the
generic part.

Ideally, the generic part does not depend on the target architecture. Practi-
cally, a new instruction set sometimes has instructions with unusual effects
so that the generic part has to be slightly extended to be able to describe
these instructions, too.
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An example for an abstract operation in the generic part of the value
analysis framework is the function for subtraction with borrow. In a simplified
view, this function returns the difference of two integer values minus the
input carry bit, and sets an output carry bit and an overflow bit as side
effect.

In reality, the function does not work on the type of integers, but on a
type of abstract values representing sets of integers. In the present imple-
mentation, these abstract values are wrapped integer intervals [GNS+14] plus
information about the values of the least significant bits (modulo informa-
tion) plus additional relational information (stack height information, loop
equations, relations between values). The value analysis framework has the
advantage that the implementation of these abstract values may be modified
without the need to update the specification of the instruction set semantics.
For example, the code of specific instructions need not be changed when the
abstract domains change (this is termed semantic reinterpretation).

Instruction Set Semantics

With the value analysis framework, the problem of obtaining a value analyser
for ARM Cortex-M0 is reduced to describing the instruction set using the
given generic functions and testing the resulting value analyser. Depending
on the name of the instruction (which has been defined in the machine lan-
guage description, see Section 3), the corresponding instruction semantics is
executed. Again, the description of the instruction semantics based on the
generic operations consists of several thousand lines of code.
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Chapter 5

Microarchitectural Analysis

Processing the annotated control-flow graph, the microarchitectural analysis
simulates the execution behaviour of the input program through an abstract
hardware model. The analysis determines upper bounds for the execution
times or the energy usage of basic blocks by performing an abstract interpre-
tation of the program execution on the particular architecture, taking into
account its pipeline, caches, memory buses, and attached peripheral devices
[The04, The06, Eng02, FW99].

Typically, the microarchitectural analysis is a composition of a pipeline
analysis and a cache analysis. However, the ARM Cortex-M0 does not in-
clude a cache, hence, the problem of obtaining a microarchitectural analysis
reduces to the problem of implementing a pipeline analysis for this target
architecture.

5.1 Microarchitectural Timing Analysis

Pipeline analysis as implemented in the various instances of the aiT tool
does not only analyse the behaviour of the processor pipeline in the proper
sense, but also the behaviour of the peripheral devices. Since pipelined
architectures and periphery for different architectures can be quite diverse,
there is no framework for pipeline analysis that would distinguish between
a generic part of the implementation and an architecture-dependent part.
So, pipeline analysis has to be implemented for each new architecture from
scratch, using an abstract model of the hardware architecture.

Like the real hardware, the abstract hardware model is a network of
components such as instruction fetch queue, floating-point unit, bus unit,
etc. These components interact via signals that represent abstract events,
like “fetch an instruction” or “flush the pipeline”. A signal depends on the
state of the sending component and usually influences the evolution of the
receiving component.

A hardware state is a record combining the states of the various compo-
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nents. The analyser lets the hardware state evolve cycle by cycle by following
the evolution of the components. Yet in doing so, it sometimes lacks infor-
mation needed to determine the successor state exactly. Due to imprecision
in cache analysis, it may be unknown whether an instruction is in the cache
or not, or due to imprecision in value analysis, it may be unknown whether a
conditional branch is taken or not. Therefore, the pipeline analyser does not
hold a single abstract hardware state, but an entire set of possible states for
every program point. If some states differ only in their cycle counter, they
are merged, and the one with the highest cycle counter survives.

The analyser lets the set of possible abstract hardware states evolve by
replacing each element of the set by its possible successor states. For each
basic block, this evolution is repeated until the last instruction of the block
has left the pipeline. The number of evolution steps till this happens yields
an upper bound on the WCET for the block. The basic block WCETs are
the input for the path analysis, which determines the WCET for the entire
program (Section 6).

Microarchitectural Timing Model of the ARM Cortex-M0

The ARM Cortex-M0 [ARM09b, ARM09a] implements the ARMv6-M in-
struction set, a subset of the Thumb ISA. It is a 32-bit processor with a 32-bit
bus interface and a 32-bit address space. It has a simple three-stage pipeline
(fetch, decode, execute) and optionally supports single-cycle multiplication.
The memory subsytem contains no caches.

We based the microarchitectural timing model of the ARM Cortex-M0 on
the STM32F051R8T6 [STM17, STM12b]. This particular implementation of
the ARM Cortex-M0 is part of the STM32F0DISCOVERY kit [STM12a] and
features 64 kilobytes of flash memory as well as 8 kilobytes of SRAM, both
connected to the core via an AHB-Lite bus (Figure 5.1). It runs at 48MHz.

The concrete pipeline behaviour of the ARM Cortex-M0 is encoded in
the pipeline analysis as transition function between abstract hardware states.
One abstract hardware state consists of the three pipeline stages, the prefetch
buffer, and a possible ongoing memory access. We refer to Deliverable D4.1
[Tea18b] for more details concerning the microarchitectural timing model of
the ARM Cortex-M0.

Text Text Text

ARM
Cortex-M0

Flash Memory
64 KB

SRAM
8 KB

AHB-Lite

Figure 5.1: Memory subsystem of the STM32F051R8T6.
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5.2 Microarchitectural Energy Analysis

The pipeline analysis for EnergyAnalyser follows the same principle as the
one for aiT. However, instead of deriving an upper bound of execution cycles
from the evolution of pipeline states, it estimates the energy usage (see also
Chapter 2).

Microarchitectural Timing Model of the ARM Cortex-M0

Figure 5.2 plots the energy consumption and the execution time measured for
each of the BEEBS [PHB13] benchmarks. A line is fitted to the data-points
using linear regression and 10-fold validation. This model shows that energy
consumption and execution time are perfectly correlated for this specific
implementation of the Cortex-M0, and thus, the energy consumption can be
predicted purely based on the execution time of a program. Equation 5.1
shows the energy model that is based on the execution time t measured in
seconds.

E = 0.0004 t (unit J) (5.1)

Since the abstract hardware models of aiT and EnergyAnalyser are based
on the notion of execution cycles, Equation 5.1 has to be transformed. At
48MHz, one cycle takes about 20.83 nano seconds. Thus, Equation 5.2
reformulates the microarchitectural energy model based on execution cycles.

E = 8.333 tcycle (unit pJ) (5.2)

We refer to Deliverable D4.1 [Tea18b] for more details concerning the mi-
croarchitectural energy model of the ARM Cortex-M0.

Figure 5.2: The energy consumption, measured by the MAGEEC framework,
and the actual execution time for each of the BEEBS benchmarks (taken
from Deliverable D4.1).
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Chapter 6

Path Analysis

Using the results of the preceding analysis phases, the path analysis phase
searches for the worst-case execution path. The analysis translates the
control-flow graph with the basic block timing bounds/energy estimates
determined by the pipeline analysis and the loop (and recursion) bounds
derived by the value analysis phase into an Integer Linear Program (ILP)
[The02]. The solution of the ILP yields a worst-case path.

For aiT, this directly yields a safe upper bound of the worst-case ex-
ecution time, too. For EnergyAnalyser, however, the results of the path
analysis have to be interpreted in a slightly different way, because the mi-
croarchitectural energy model of EnergyAnalyser only produces an estimate
of the worst-case energy consumption (see Chapter 2). Hence, during path
analysis, worst-case execution frequencies of basic blocks are combined with
worst-case timings and the approximative energy model to produce a tight
estimate of the worst-case energy behaviour.

Path analysis is generic, i.e., does not depend on the target architecture.
Thus, the existing path analysis could be used for aiT/EnergyAnalyser for
ARM Cortex-M0. More details on the path analysis can be found in Deliv-
erable D4.1 [Tea18b], in the chapter on code-level timing models.

The result of path analysis is presented as a textual report file (see
Listings B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B for excerpts produced by aiT and
EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0, respectively), an XML report file, or
a visualization of the worst-case path inside the control-flow graph.

Figure 6.1 shows an example for such a graph (computed by aiT for
ARM Cortex-M0). The boxes on the outermost level stand for routines.
The red edges depict the estimated execution path that triggers the worst-
case timing behaviour. The routine boxes can be expanded to show the
control flow within the routines, represented as control-flow graphs. The
orange markers show where annotations have been applied, for example, the
flow constraints bounding the number of iterations of loop memcpy_x.L1.
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Computed	Worst	Case	for	Entry	'task_10ms_dhry':	62.459	us

Proc0:	5.271	us

Proc1:	2.167	usFunc2:	937.5	ns

dhry:	625	ns

Proc3:	875	ns

task_10ms_dhry:	291.667	ns

Func3:	166.667	ns

strcpy_x:	29.063	usmalloc_x:	1	us Proc2:	770.834	nsProc4:	333.334	nsProc5:	416.667	ns Proc8:	1.709	us

strcmp_x:	7.188	us 		memcpy_x:	8.542	us
cumulative:	8.542	us

Start	memcpy_x

thumb::0x80000f8

thumb::0x80000f8 push	{r4,	lr}
thumb::0x80000fa cmp		r2,	#0
thumb::0x80000fc beq		0x800010a	<0x800010a>

Σ=1	t=7

Infeasible Σ=1	t=8

thumb::0x80000fe

thumb::0x80000fe movs	r3,	#0

Σ=1	t=1

memcpy_x.L1:	8.209	us
	cumulative:	8.209	us

Start	memcpy_x.L1

thumb::0x8000100

thumb::0x8000100 ldrb	r4,	[r1,	r3]
thumb::0x8000102 strb	r4,	[r0,	r3]
thumb::0x8000104 adds	r3,	#1
thumb::0x8000106 cmp		r3,	r2
thumb::0x8000108 bne		0x8000100	<0x8000100>

Σ=1	t=9

Σ=44

End	memcpy_x.L1

Σ=43	t=9

Σ=1

Σ=1

End	memcpy_x

thumb::0x800010a

thumb::0x800010a ldr		r3,	[0x8000114]
thumb::0x800010c ldr		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x800010e adds	r2,	#1
thumb::0x8000110 str		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x8000112 pop		{r4,	pc}

		

Proc6:	854.167	nsFunc1:	1.188	us

Proc7:	1.063	us

		

		 				

		 		 		memcpy_x:	8.542	us
cumulative:	8.542	us

Start	memcpy_x

thumb::0x80000f8

thumb::0x80000f8 push	{r4,	lr}
thumb::0x80000fa cmp		r2,	#0
thumb::0x80000fc beq		0x800010a	<0x800010a>

Σ=1	t=7

Infeasible Σ=1	t=8

thumb::0x80000fe

thumb::0x80000fe movs	r3,	#0

Σ=1	t=1

memcpy_x.L1:	8.209	us
	cumulative:	8.209	us

Start	memcpy_x.L1

thumb::0x8000100

thumb::0x8000100 ldrb	r4,	[r1,	r3]
thumb::0x8000102 strb	r4,	[r0,	r3]
thumb::0x8000104 adds	r3,	#1
thumb::0x8000106 cmp		r3,	r2
thumb::0x8000108 bne		0x8000100	<0x8000100>

Σ=1	t=9

Σ=44

End	memcpy_x.L1

Σ=43	t=9

Σ=1

Σ=1

End	memcpy_x

thumb::0x800010a

thumb::0x800010a ldr		r3,	[0x8000114]
thumb::0x800010c ldr		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x800010e adds	r2,	#1
thumb::0x8000110 str		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x8000112 pop		{r4,	pc}

		

Figure 6.1: Visualisation of WCET analysis results (overview). Red edges
belong to the critical path (i.e., the path selected by the ILP solver).

Figure 6.2 shows the unboxed routine memcpy_x (see Listing A.2 in Ap-
pendix A) in greater magnification. In the control-flow graphs, brown boxes
visualize loops, blue boxes are basic blocks and arrows represent the control
flow. Arrows with a light red glow indicate the estimated worst-case execu-
tion path. Within the loop, the light red arrows form a circle, from which
there is an arc to the loop exit. The arrows leaving the basic blocks are
labelled by white boxes containing WCET information:

∑
indicates how

often this arrow is traversed on the worst-case execution path, and t is the
WCET of the block that is the source of the arrow, measured in CPU cycles.
Again, orange markers visualize where annotations have been applied.
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The graph looks similar if produced by EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-
M0 (Figure 6.3). The arrows leaving the basic blocks are labelled by white
boxes containing energy usage information:

∑
indicates how often this arrow

is traversed on the worst-case execution path, and E is the energy usage of
the block that is the source of the arrow, measured in femtojoule.
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Start	memcpy_x

thumb::0x80000f8

thumb::0x80000f8 push	{r4,	lr}
thumb::0x80000fa cmp		r2,	#0
thumb::0x80000fc beq		0x800010a	<0x800010a>

Σ=1	t=7

Infeasible Σ=1	t=8

thumb::0x80000fe

thumb::0x80000fe movs	r3,	#0

Σ=1	t=1

memcpy_x.L1:	8.209	us
	cumulative:	8.209	us

Start	memcpy_x.L1

thumb::0x8000100

thumb::0x8000100 ldrb	r4,	[r1,	r3]
thumb::0x8000102 strb	r4,	[r0,	r3]
thumb::0x8000104 adds	r3,	#1
thumb::0x8000106 cmp		r3,	r2
thumb::0x8000108 bne		0x8000100	<0x8000100>

Σ=1	t=9

Σ=44

End	memcpy_x.L1

Σ=43	t=9

Σ=1

Σ=1

End	memcpy_x

thumb::0x800010a

thumb::0x800010a ldr		r3,	[0x8000114]
thumb::0x800010c ldr		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x800010e adds	r2,	#1
thumb::0x8000110 str		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x8000112 pop		{r4,	pc}

		

Figure 6.2: Visualisation of WCET analysis results (detail).
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Start	memcpy_x

thumb::0x80000f8

thumb::0x80000f8 push	{r4,	lr}
thumb::0x80000fa cmp		r2,	#0
thumb::0x80000fc beq		0x800010a	<0x800010a>

Σ=1	E=58331

Infeasible Σ=1	E=66664

thumb::0x80000fe

thumb::0x80000fe movs	r3,	#0

Σ=1	E=8333

memcpy_x.L1

Start	memcpy_x.L1

thumb::0x8000100

thumb::0x8000100 ldrb	r4,	[r1,	r3]
thumb::0x8000102 strb	r4,	[r0,	r3]
thumb::0x8000104 adds	r3,	#1
thumb::0x8000106 cmp		r3,	r2
thumb::0x8000108 bne		0x8000100	<0x8000100>

Σ=1	E=74997

Σ=44

End	memcpy_x.L1

Σ=43	E=74997

Σ=1

Σ=1

End	memcpy_x

thumb::0x800010a

thumb::0x800010a ldr		r3,	[0x8000114]
thumb::0x800010c ldr		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x800010e adds	r2,	#1
thumb::0x8000110 str		r2,	[r3]
thumb::0x8000112 pop		{r4,	pc}

		

Start	memcpy_x

Figure 6.3: Visualisation of energy usage analysis results (detail).
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Chapter 7

Evaluation and Validation

The prototypes of aiT and EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 have been
delivered to the partners in the TeamPlay project. They can use the proto-
types to conduct their research and evaluate them in the different use cases.
According to deliverable D5.2 [Tea18d], both the deep learning use case of
IRIDA as well as the camera pill use case of SDU use the ARM Cortex-
M0 as target platform. In this context, for example in IRIDA’s use case,
EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 will be used for the energy analysis
of different implementations of both the compute-elements and overall deep
learning structures. Thus it will also provide insights for the investigation
of the relation between Energy and algorithm coding using the important
identified, deep learning related, blocks of code. Furthermore it will be
used as guidance for various optimizations of the code that will be imple-
mented for the ARM Cortex-M0. AbsInt supports these evaluations of aiT
and EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 through email, telephone and web
conferences.

Validation of aiT for ARM Cortex-M0

The final stage of the development of aiT for a new target architecture is
the validation of the pipeline analysis, using the validation methodology
presented in [Geb13]. We started the validation by conducting measure-
ments on real hardware for different scenarios and comparing the results of
the measurements with the results of the pipeline analysis. These scenarios
cover all instructions supported in the pipeline analysis. Depending on the
measurement support of the target architecture, different measurements are
conducted, e.g., timed instruction traces or end-to-end measurements. For
the ARM Cortex-M0, we used a measurement framework based on timer in-
terrupts that is able to produce cycle-accurate instruction traces. Validation
results will be presented in future deliverables, e.g., deliverable D4.4.
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Validation of EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0

Validation of EnergyAnalyser will be performed in a similar way to the val-
idation of aiT, i.e., energy consumption measurements will be compared to
the estimates produced by the tool. This activity is planned for next year.
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Chapter 8

Integration in the TeamPlay
Tool Chain

Both aiT and EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 can either be used as
standalone tools or as part of WCC [FL10]. They offer a rich GUI when
executed as a standalone tool (Figure 8.1), including a visualisation of the
worst-case path through the program (Figure 8.2) and detailed statistics
where time/energy is spent (Figure 8.3). The steps needed on WCC’s side
for the integration of aiT for ARM Cortex-M0 are documented in Deliverable
D3.1 [Tea18a]. The integration of EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 is
planned for next year.

XML Timing Cookies

The XML Timing Cookie (XTC) language [Absc] is an interchange format
used to transport information, analysis requests, and results between appli-
cations for generating or analyzing different parts of embedded software. An
XTC file is made up of two parts: a common section and a cookie section.
The common section, whose structure is mandated by the XTC specification,
contains information on the project to analyze, information needed for the
requested analyses, and the analysis requests as well as analysis results. The
cookie section is an implementation-defined storage where a tool can place
tool-specific data that might be useful for restarting an analysis.

XTC files provide a programmatic way to call the timing (and energy)
analysis tools of AbsInt. Each request in an XTC file specifies the type of
analysis that shall be conducted, and the various input parameters needed
to conduct such an analysis. After the invocation of the analyzer, the XTC
file contains a response for each request, e.g., the resulting execution times.
The XTC specification has been updated to version 2.6, in order to support
requests to the novel tool EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0.
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Figure 8.1: Screenshot of EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 showing the
result of one energy usage analyis in an overview table.
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Figure 8.2: Screenshot of EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 showing the
graph visualisation of the analysis result.
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Figure 8.3: Screenshot of EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 showing the
detailed results of one energy usage analysis.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

Reliable task-level execution time information is indispensable for validat-
ing the correct operation of safety-critical embedded real-time systems. Any
analysis of the response times of the entire system taking into account inter-
rupts and priorities needs as input the worst-case execution times (WCETs)
of non-interrupted tasks. Such WCETs can be determined by abstract inter-
pretation of the binary code of the tasks, taking into account the behaviour
of the code on the target architecture. This is done by AbsInt’s tool aiT
for ARM Cortex-M0 that can compute safe upper bounds for the WCETs of
non-interrupted tasks.

Within TeamPlay, the established techniques for timing analysis have
been applied to the problem of estimating the energy usage of embedded
software. The innovative result is AbsInt’s new tool EnergyAnalyser for
ARM Cortex-M0. Thus, another class of non-functional requirements—those
related to the energy usage of a system—can be statically analysed.

This document describes both tools and the steps needed to extend them
for a new target architecture. The prototypes of aiT and EnergyAnalyser for
ARM Cortex-M0 developed during the TeamPlay project have been delivered
to the project partners for the use in other work packages, in particular, for
the integration into the WCC compiler in WP3.
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Appendix A

Source Code of Examples

This appendix shows the source code of small exemplary functions used in
the main part of this document.
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int result = 0;

void ISR2_minmax (void) {
int x;
int y;
int z;
if (x <= y) {

swap (&x, &y);
}
else if (x <= z) {

x += min (x, y, z);
}
else {

z *= max (z, y, x);
}
result = (y <= z ? y+z : y-z);
return;

}

Listing A.1: Source code of ISR2_minmax.

int counter;

void memcpy_x (char * d, char * s, int l)
{

while (l--) *d++ = *s++;

counter ++;
}

Listing A.2: Source code of memcpy_x.
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Appendix B

Textual Analysis Reports

This appendix shows excerpts from the textual report files generated by aiT
and EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0.
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Computed Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) is 108 cycles = 2.25 us

* WCET contributions of function ’ISR2_minmax ’:

Predicted WCET Contribution: 47 cycles = 979.167 ns
Cumulative: 108 cycles = 2.25 us

* WCET contributions of function ’max ’:

Predicted WCET Contribution: 37 cycles = 770.834 ns
Cumulative: 61 cycles = 1.271 us

* WCET contributions of function ’min ’:

Predicted WCET Contribution: 0 cycles = 0 us
Cumulative: 0 cycles = 0 us

* WCET contributions of function ’swap ’:

Predicted WCET Contribution: 24 cycles = 500 ns
Cumulative: 24 cycles = 500 ns

Listing B.1: Excerpt of textual report file generated by aiT for ARM Cortex-M0.
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Computed Energy Consumption is 899964 fJ = 899.964 pJ

* Energy Consumption contributions of function ’ISR2_minmax ’:

Predicted Energy Consumption Contribution: 391651 fJ = 391.651 pJ
Cumulative: 899964 fJ = 899.964 pJ

* Energy Consumption contributions of function ’max ’:

Predicted Energy Consumption Contribution: 308321 fJ = 308.321 pJ
Cumulative: 508313 fJ = 508.313 pJ

* Energy Consumption contributions of function ’min ’:

Predicted Energy Consumption Contribution: 0 fJ
Cumulative: 0 fJ

* Energy Consumption contributions of function ’swap ’:

Predicted Energy Consumption Contribution: 199992 fJ = 199.992 pJ
Cumulative: 199992 fJ = 199.992 pJ

Listing B.2: Excerpt of textual report file generated by EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0.
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